Are You Ready to Make Your Own Music?
The Bollywood Piano – A Complete Music Course by Rajan Shah
Oakton, Virginia (March 2nd, 2009) – Raj Sangeet Productions Inc., the producers of original
Bollywood and Bhangra style songs in USA, today unveiled a book –The Bollywood Piano- that offers
an accelerated and innovative method to learn piano and musical keyboards such as Yamaha® and
Casio®. By following this unprecedented system learners, of age eight and up, could start to play in as
little as 30 minutes and complete the course in about 48 hours, or at their own pace and convenience.
The Bollywood Piano is a complete and logically laid out instructional book that covers almost
every topic to become accomplished musician and begin to compose music. Upon successful
completion of the book, even the absolute beginners will be able to read musical notation faster,
construct all major scales, minor scales and various minor modes easily, without memorizing them for
each scale. They will be able to effortlessly build all major, minor, dominant seventh and other popular
chords, name basic chords’ functions and be able to manipulate basic chord progression that is used in
millions of songs. They will also be able to use simple chord substitutions, understand dynamics, play
their favorite songs by ear and explore many other areas of musical interest.
The Bollywood Piano offers new insight to learn music by employing old-fashioned songs like
Jingle bells and Ode To Joy to teach basic musical knowledge. Bollywood songs (hence the name The
Bollywood Piano)- by composers like A R Rahman- have been introduced to significantly reduce the
musical note reading process. This will help instill the advance topics as well as require students to
accurately read musical notes by avoiding a guess for a note and its duration, as they may for wellknown songs.
Since this book is intended to understand music rather than endless practices, students will
learn to play the sixteenth note in the first few chapters while mastering the basic scale. This is
accomplished with the help of percussive exercises and other advantageous tools. “Most songs can be
played easily once students get accustomed to the sixteenth note”, disclosed Rajan Shah, the author of
the book and the brain behind this system.
Five songs are specifically composed to enhance the ability to play songs by ear. Four mp3
exercises will help recognize the various chords’ sounds. Provided finger numbers for all songs and
scales will help attain needed dexterity to play flawlessly and the tips section will ensure that students
play even better than what is musically notated.

Raj Sangeet Productions Inc. is a Virginia; USA based music Production Company that is
spearheaded by Rajan Shah - a composer, music arranger and a seasoned pianist with more than 30
years of experience. His music can be heard at various mp3 websites. To schedule an interview with
Rajan shah please call 703-209-7792 or contact via email at raj_sangeet@yahoo.com. Log on to
www.BollywoodPiano.com for more information.
End of Press Release.
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